Data Delivery Master
The mastering data which have been delivered for production will be checked for their technical
aptitude and if they are free of viruses.
We accept the following input media:
CD input media:
CD audio: Exabyte Tape 8 mm (DDP), CD-Replica, CD-R, U-Matic (PCM 1610/1630)
CD ROM: CD-R, CD-RW, CD-Replica, Exabyte-Tape
CD Extra: we require a separate CD-R (CD-Audio and CD-Rom) or an already completed CD-Extra for
each component
Storage capacity
Audio: Longplay, runtime of max. 79:30 mins / 8cm CD, runtime of max. 23 mins
ROM: 700 MB
Technically, an exceeding capacity up to 90:00 mins/810 MB is possible, but we do not guarantee
that the CD will be playable.
DVD input media
DVD+R/RW, DVD-R/RW (General/Authoring) for DVD 5 or DVD-R/+R Double Layer, DLT-tape (Digital
Linear Tape up to type IV, 320 GB) in DDP 2.0 or CMF, 1 tape per layer for DVD 5 / 9, DVD-ROM with
DDP or CMF image, alternatively hard disc with DDP by appointment (premastering costs). Concerning CSS protected video DVD, it is only possible to deal with data that has been delivered as DLT-tape
or DVD-ROM with DDP or CMF image. DLT Master can be dealt with much faster if the DLT has been
compressed as high as possible. Maximum capacity is SDLT Type IV 320 GB. All other downward
compatible DLT, including VS 80 written DLT up to 10 GB can be read, but will lead to a considerable
delay.
Storage capacity
DVD 5: up to 4,7 GB Mini –DVD up to 1,5 GB
DVD 9: up to 8,5 GB Mini –DVD up to 2,6 GB
Check of content
The contents of Master CDs and DVDs will be copied and duplicated 1:1. If there are any changes
required, we kindly ask you to give us a premastering order. If any image data or DDP data are delivered on the data carrier, please make sure that it is meticulously marked.
Transport protection of the master
Before sending the master, please make sure that the CDs and DVDs are in a flawless condition. The
data carriers must not have any stains or scratches. To prevent the carriers from being damaged during delivery, please use an undamaged CD-Jewelbox to protect them.
Vinyl input media
Please contact us for further information!
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